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       If God gives you rights, no man and no government can take them
away from you. 
~Roy Moore

The free exercise clause of the constitution does not apply to any
religion but Christianity. [because none of the other religions are
legitimate religions.]. 
~Roy Moore

The time has come to recover the valiant courage of our forefathers,
who understood that faith and freedom are inseparable, and that they
are worth fighting for. 
~Roy Moore

You wonder why we're having shootings and killings here in 2017?
Because we've asked for it. We've taken prayer out of school. 
~Roy Moore

The basic premise of the Constitution was a separation of powers and a
system of checks and balances because man was perceived as a fallen
creature and would always yearn for more power. 
~Roy Moore

Anytime you deny the acknowledgement of God you are undermining
the entire basis for which our country exists. 
~Roy Moore

We may have failed to teach our children right from wrong, but we've
done a great job of teaching self-esteem! 
~Roy Moore

Separation of church and state was never meant to separate God and
government. 
~Roy Moore
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I must acknowledge God. It says so in the Constitution of Alabama. It
says so in the First Amendment of the Constitution. 
~Roy Moore

There is no such thing as evolution. 
~Roy Moore

Worship With Your Vote. 
~Roy Moore

False religions like Islam who teach that you must worship this way, are
completely opposite with what our First Amendment stands for. 
~Roy Moore

Now we have blacks and whites fighting, reds and yellows fighting,
Democrats and Republicans fighting, men and women fighting. 
~Roy Moore

The Ten Commandments are the divinely revealed law. 
~Roy Moore

Acknowledgment of God is not now, or ever has been, a violation of the
US constitution. 
~Roy Moore

Without God there would be no freedom to believe what you want. 
~Roy Moore

Indeed, the acknowledgement of God is not synonymous with religion. 
~Roy Moore

And government's only role is to secure our rights for us. 
~Roy Moore
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But I have made no plans to run for any office right now. 
~Roy Moore

All the Ten Commandments and prayer is an acknowledgement of the
Almighty God. We will not back down from that. 
~Roy Moore

They might object to some of my opinions, but they don't object to my
behavior as a judge. 
~Roy Moore

The whole basis of the Constitution was a restriction of power, and the
whole basis of the federalist system was that there was not one
sovereign centralized power from which all authority flows. 
~Roy Moore

But in the long term, I think it is improper to limit your future. 
~Roy Moore

America promotes a lot of bad things, you know. Same-sex marriage,
for example. 
~Roy Moore

God has chosen this time and this place so we can save our country
and save our courts for our children 
~Roy Moore

If they want to get [my statue of] the Commandments, they're going to
have to get me first. 
~Roy Moore

Power's not what the Constitution was about. 
~Roy Moore
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That's not the federal law. What you're confusing is law with the opinion
of a justice, what one lone federal judge says is not law. 
~Roy Moore
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